Custom Horse Painting by Sheryl Leisure

Horse-Power Graphics
PO Box 58, Kimmell, IN 46760 Phone: 559.760.9874
Thank you for requesting my model
painting information. I have over 25 years
experience in painting model horses including hundreds of
prototypes, OOAKS and artwork for Breyer, Peter Stone and
Hartland Horses. I have taught air brush painting classes at both
BreyerFest and Jamboree, and you can read more about me and see
examples of my work on my web site: horse-powergraphics.com
under the Sheryl Leisure pages. I can most conveniently fit in custom
and repair work during the fall, spring and winter months and I
generally do not take custom orders in late-June and July. It would
be my pleasure to create a lovely model for you, or fix your broken
treasure!
Custom Painting
Prices vary according to the size and the complexity of the paint job.
Below are base price estimates for common colors in Traditional
scale. To get a specific quote, please fill out the order form
completely. Photos are necessary when specific markings are
desired, the more the better, especially for Pinto and Appaloosa
breeds. You may refer to or send copies of photos from my “Horse
Color Art Gallery” if you like. Also send a photo or a URL of the
model you wish to have painted. A custom quote for your model will
be sent back to you when I have an opening. The prices quoted at
that time will be firm for 30 days and are then subject to change. I
take orders about 2-3 weeks in advance, and turn around time is
generally 4-6 weeks.
Prices are for painting only. You must provide the model to be
painted. Quote does not include trimming, seam clean and prepping.
I can prep it if needed for an extra fee. I ALWAYS recommend
prepping plastic models as it is detracting to put a nice paint job on a
model with rough seams. I also will inspect models before and may
add a fee for extra finishing if necessary. All of my painting quotes
include primer, body coat, leg and face markings, hoof color, eye
detail and clear coat. If you wish to consider giving me artistic license
to come up with a unique and interesting model, if so, please indicate
“Artist Choice” (AC) on the form and let me know what you don’t like
:^) Please fill out the order form completely. The form is not a binding
contract, but will enable me to give you an exact price for your
specific job.
I also paint and repair dog, cat and all other animal statues. Please
use this form for those also, filling in any extra information.
If after receiving the quote you decide to order the painting, send me
the model, a copy of the quote and your payment or PayPal
address. Checks are not processed until the work is done. I do
not require a deposit.
Traditional Scale Painting
Any SOLID color: $150.00
Roans including directional hair detailing: $175.00
Blanket Appaloosa or minimal white Pinto: $200.00
Leopard Appaloosa, other Pinto: $225.00
Extreme Appaloosa or Any Dappled: $300.00
Add subtle minimal Dapples: $100.00

Traditional Scale Prepping Services
Carving out Ears/Raised Hooves: $45.00
Seam sanding/pit filling/ complete prep: $35.00

Email: hpginc@earthlink.net

Model Enhancement
Along with custom painting, I can also add details or change the
model to your liking. These services include removing and resculpting manes and tails, changing gender, or re-sculpting areas
you would like changed. This adds time for completion of course, but
the results are a unique model that you will enjoy. See list below for
base prices.
Model Repair
I can repair all types of models including plastic, ceramic, plaster,
epoxy, and resin and return your horses to Live Show Quality! From
a minor paint touch up to broken limbs, I can do it all. I prefer to
gather up groups of models to be repaired and do them in batches,
so when your models arrive they will be batched with the next group.
The average turn around is 4 weeks.
Ability to perform some of these services depends on the type of
paint, any prior repair or customizing medium, and the clear coating
that was originally applied to the model! I cannot take responsibility
for reactions between finishes. I use Testor’s Model Master satin,
gloss and matte clear coat products.
Please refer to the list below for basic prices. Complicated repairs
may require additional fees. If so, I’ll contact you. If you don’t need a
quote, just send your model to me with the completed form and it will
go in the next batch. With or without a quote, you must include the
completed form below plus the insurance amount for return
shipping with each model you send, even if they’re in the same
box.
I accept Money Orders, Checks and PayPal. Please add appropriate
shipping & insurance fees. Your model will be painted in the order
that it was received. Models left in my studio with unpaid invoices for
more than 30 days after notification of completion will be offered for
sale to the public to cover my costs. To avoid this, you must send
payment with model or provide a PayPal address.
The utmost care is always taken in handling models, but I will not be
responsible for damage due to manufacturing flaws or shipping
breakage. I am not responsible for prep work done by others. Items
will be carefully packed and returned USPS insured. Thank you!
Repair, Touch Up and Enhancement Painting
Paint touch up: $5.00 per color
Example: Black ear tips, pink nose 2 x $5. = $10.
Repaint detailed hoof: $5.00 each
Repaint entire mane or tail: $25.00 each
Repaint bi-colored mane or tail: $45.00
Add Appy or Pinto Pattern to solid horse: $75.00+
Ear tip repair & touch up w/orig. piece: $15.00 each
Ear re-sculpt & repaint: $25.00 each
Cracked tail or leg repair & repaint: $20.00 each
Broken tail or leg reattach & repaint: $25.00 each
Ceramic broken tail or leg reattach & repaint: $30.00 each
Sculpt new mane or tail & repaint: $50.00 each
Remove old mane or tail: $15.00 each
Sculpt & paint horseshoes: $30.00 set of 4
Change Gender: $25.00
Sculpt new base: $15.00+
Hoof pegs: $5.00 each
Mold & cast new resin leg/tail/etc: &50.00

2017 Sheryl Leisure * Horse-Power Graphics Model Horse Painting and Repair Quote Form
Please fill out a copy of this form for each model completely for a more accurate quote. Thank you!
Your Name:
Shipping Address:
City/State/Zip
Phone:
Is this your PayPal email? __ Yes __ No

Email:
PayPal address:

Horse model name:
Maker:
Web URL for photo of model:
Are there color reference photos enclosed? __ Yes __ No
Web URL for color reference:
Is there a base to be painted? __Yes __No
Are there shoes to be painted? __Yes __No
What scale? __ Small __Classic
Body base color? __Chestnut __Palomino __Bay
__Traditional __X-Large
__Buckskin __Black __Grey __ Grullo
Body Markings? __Dapple __ Tobiano Pinto __ Frame Overo __ Splash Overo __ Overo __Roan __
Blanket Appaloosa __ Leopard Appaloosa __Varnish Appaloosa __ Extreme Roan Appaloosa __ Flea Bitten
__ Dun factor _____________________________________Other __ Artist Choice
Tail Color?
__AC
Mane color?
__AC
Leg markings? Front left:______ Front right:______ Hind left:______ Hind right: ______ AC:_______
Face Marking? __Star __Blaze __Bald face __Strip __Snip __White/pink muzzle __Artist Choice
Left eye color? __Brown __ Blue __ Amber __AC
Right eye color? __Brown __ Blue __ Amber __AC
Add a subtle iridescent sheen to the body color?
Clear coat finish? __Gloss
__Yes (recommended for a show sheen look)
__Satin/semi gloss (show sheen look, recommended)
__No (a flatter, natural pasture horse look)
__Flat (pasture horse look)
Carved ears or raised hooves? __ Yes __ No
Prepping service? __ Yes __ No
Please check any repair, touch up or enhancement services needed below:
 Paint touch up
Broken tail or leg reattach & repaint. How many?
Ceramic broken tail/leg reattach & paint. How many?
 Repaint detailed hoof. How many?
 Repaint entire mane or tail (circle one or both)
Sculpt new mane/tail & repaint. (Circle one or both)
 Repaint bi-colored mane or tail (circle one or both) Remove old mane or tail. (Circle one or both)
 Ear repair & touch up w/orig. piece. How many?
Sculpt & paint horseshoes. How many?
 Ear re-sculpt & repaint. How many?
Change Gender. From what to what?
 Cracked tail or leg repair & repaint. How many?
Mold & cast new resin leg/tail/etc. (describe below)
 Sculpt new base.
Add a hoof peg. How many?
Payment information
___Check enclosed made payable to Horse-Power Graphics (It won’t be cashed until work is done)
Or ___Send PayPal invoice to:

*Quotes are valid for 30 days*
If you approve this quote, you may enclose a copy with each model and ship them to:
Horse-Power Graphics, P.O. Box 58, Kimmell, IN 46760
Phone: 559-760-9874 email: hpginc@earthlink.net
www.horse-powergraphics.com Find me on Facebook: Sheryl Leisures
Notes:
Date of Quote:
Total services:
Shipping w/insurance:
Indiana resident’s sales tax:
Total due:

